The text-types discussed until this point all include a record of the outcome of a case. The discussion now turns to texts that end without recording the case's outcome. Instead, these texts refl ect different stages of the legal proceedings. The discussion will begin with preliminary protocols (section 3.A) and memoranda of proceedings (section 3.B). Like the decision records, both of these text-types include descriptions of proceedings involving authorities. These descriptions provide the necessary information to situate the texts within the context of a trial. The discussion will then turn to the different text-types that record only statements: accusatory depositions (section 3.C.1), depositions of testimony (section 3.C.2), memoranda of depositions (sections 3.C.3) and depositions under oath (section 3.C.4). These text-types do not explicitly mention the activities of a court. Thus, identifying their place within a trial and their legal function must depend on other factors, such as the authorities involved or the content of the statements made. The description of these two text-types will note these different factors.
3.A Preliminary Protocols
Texts of this text-type describe proceedings without recording the outcome of the case. The absence of a record of the cases' outcome distinguishes the preliminary protocols from the decision records. Because these texts include descriptions of procedures, and not only records of statements, they are also to be distinguished from depositions (discussed below in section 3.C).
The legal function of this text-type is to record the preliminary stages of the trial. 
